
Goals for Conversation

● Create a safe place to have conversation 
about race, culture, and ethnicity

● Explore and learn about race and racism 
● Deepen gospel friendship within our 

community 



Census Categories

Race
● White
● Black or African American
● American Indian or Alaska Native
● Asian
● Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander.

Ethnicity
● Hispanic or Latino
● Not Hispanic or Latino



Ethnicity and Race

Ethnicity is a label you can choose.
Race is a label that others choose for you.

Professor speaks of her ethnicity: “I’m Masai” (African tribe)
Others on campus see her as “black”.

“Mostly German from a working class family in Minnesota”
Others see him as “white”.



“When I was sixteen, 
I became a Christian. 
When I was nineteen, 
I became black.”



Asian American

Most U.S. Asians would 
rather describe 
themselves by their 
country of origin than as 
“Asian American”.



Feedback or Questions on
Sunday’s Sermon



Redeemer: Asian American Led 
Multi-ethnic Church?



Pushback to being
“Asian American Led Multi-ethnic”



Some of the feedback I’ve heard

● Talking about “Asian American” is too broad.
● You’re really talking about Japanese, Chinese, or 

Korean… one group taking over the whole category.
● All this talk about “Asian American”, I’m not Asian.
● I’m mixed; I don’t know how I fit into this conversation.
● In the city my friends and I are judged for being white.
● The real differences are class and socioeconomic.
● Why can’t we just be “the church”? Aren’t we really all the 

same in Christ?



Put aside reluctance for now.
Let’s talk about gifts...



Redeemer Community Church

What are some gifts of being led by Asian 
Americans?

What are some gifts of being influenced by a 
variety of Asian American cultures?

What are some gifts of having so many 
mixed-race, bi-cultural, and cross-cultural 
members?


